Table Tennis Nets and Accessories

Team recommendation!

“A table tennis net set that met my expectations exactly; solid base body, easy to set the net up, very good net tensioning.”

Marco van Riesen
Table tennis player and product manager at Sport-Thieme for 20 years

1. Sport-Thieme® “Liga” Table Tennis Net Set
Top-of-the-range model in a sturdy metal design that complies with ITTF regulations. Practical star handles for micro height adjustment. Net holder for wide positioning and the net is made from an especially robust thread.
71 110 4817 Each

2. Joola® “Klick Indoor” Net Set
Solid net set with height adjustment and clamping system.
71 110 4833 Each

3. New! Joola® “Pro Tour” Table Tennis Net Set
71 254 6836 Each

4. Joola® “WM Indoor” Net Set
Complies with ITTF regulations, sturdy metal body, cotton-steel thread net, micro height-adjustment screw with built-in net bar lock.
71 110 4817 Each

5. Donic® “Stress” Table Tennis Net Set
Complies with ITTF regulations, very sturdy steel construction, plastic-coated. With micro height adjustment and large clamping bolts.
71 251 7403 Green Each
71 251 7416 Blue Each

6. Sport-Thieme® “Timo Outdoor” Net Set
Weatherproof table tennis net set made from robust plastic. Easy to set up and take down with handy clamping bolts, height adjustment and tensioning chains.
71 110 5302 Each

7. Sport-Thieme® “Perfect EN II Stationary Compact” Table Tennis Net Set
Compatible with table tennis tables:
• Sport-Thieme® “Roller II”
• Sport-Thieme® “Master”
• Sport-Thieme® “Pro”
71 110 4176 Each

8. New! Joola® “Buddy V200” Table Tennis Robot
An innovative robot for amateur and leisure players. With three different types of spins: backspin, topspin and side spin. Ball holder for 100 balls. Dimensions when assembled: (LxWxH) 47,63x37,94x37,94 cm, approx. 11 kg. Balls not included.
71 254 6807 Each

9. Joola® Backstop Net
Indispensable for precision and multi-ball training. Due to the practical folding mechanism, the backstop can be set up in next to no time and the transport wheels allow it to be easily positioned at the table tennis table. The backstop net covers the entire width of the table and easily catches any ball played.
71 254 6823 Each

10. Set of 10 Table Tennis Court Barriers
You maintain quality. Steel frame coated in epoxy resin. Simple connecting system with tongue and groove for quick assembly. Available in green and blue, and with or without the Sport-Thieme logo. With a competition size of 233x70 cm, they can be used to create a 7x14 m competition court without any overlapping. Individual dimensions: 233x70 cm.
71 311 1303 Blue
71 311 1316 Green
71 311 1329 Blue
71 311 1332 Green

11. TSP® Table Tennis Score Counter
Easy to use and very practical. Score counter made from hard plastic with luminous numbers. The special ring mechanism prevents the numbers from being torn out. Can be displayed on both sides. Set numbers from 0-5 and points from 0-9, 35 cm.
71 110 4400 Each
71 110 4413 Blue

Prices available on request. Please contact us.